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Hi All.

The new Klaus Schulze - COCOONING (cd) 79428 is in stock!
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=79428
All pre-order are on their way . And we have copies still in stock.
http://www.groove.nl/index3.html

And very excited about these 2 releases!
Erik Seifert & Josef Steinbüchel - Abandoned Places (cd)
Erik Seifert & Josef Steinbüchel - Reverse Engineering (cd)
http://www.groove.nl/index3.html
Erik is one of my favorite EM artists, his sound is always superb!
Compositions exciting and fresh! He is a film/movie recording
engineer and man you can hear that! High-end sound!
Both Cds came in yesterday so just a bit to late for this weeks
Dreamscape radio but it is on the play list for next week!

And finally after 3 years I have a new album.
ONCE THE DUST SETTLES (cd) gr-259 is the title.
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-259
After 3 years of concerts, turmoil, organizing festivals, running Groove,
loosing friends, dumping baggage, Blackmail, a new (same) job, travels and a
world that is spinning out of control their just was no energy to create a new album.

The concerts where a great inspiration in these years and together with Monique,
my kids (Sam, Dylan, Sanne and Romeo (grandson) and my friends and fellow
musicians that are dear to me made it all worth while! It made all the sad, bad and
some BIG!! disappointments less influential in my life!

And here it is, ONCE THE DUST SETTLES. The backbone of this album is the
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concert I played this year in Brussels during the Cosmic Night festival.
Johan Geens, Mark de Wit where the partners in crime and the organizers
and playing there in that planetarium was a dream come true!
One track, A Sense of Turmoil - [7:49] is a completely reworked track from
Signs in the Sand. One of my favorite live tracks to play because it works with
the big live set up (Stevo, Harold and Francky) but also in the intimate setting
of the Brussels performance. The album is again a tribute to the Berlin School
way of Electronic music. Sequencing at my best I would say.
I hope it will find its way to you and to your heart. Ron.

And this coming Saturday for many a dream comes true.
ZEIT by Johannes Schmoelling,
YES!! WE STILL HAVE TICKETS!!
November 10th 2018!

From " WUIVEND RIET " (1986 ) to " THE IMMORTAL TOURIST " (2018 )
a concert by Johannes Schmoelling and Robert Waters at Oirschot, 10th
of November 2018

For his very first solo concert Johannes Schmoelling will be on the
stage of the ENCK, the concert Temple for Electronic music in The
Netherlands. Together with Robert Waters he will take you on a musical
journey through his 32 Years of solo music.

Held on the 10TH of November 2018.
Start 20.00 (Doors open at 18.00)
The Enck - Oirschot - The Netherlands
ADVANCED BOOKING AND PAYMENT
30 Euro
BOX-OFFICE
37 Euro
ONLINE TICKET SALES

you can order again through the Groove Download shop!!
https://shop.groove.nl/zeit-concert-by-j-schmoelling-r-waters
More info mail to ron@groove.
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And Ian Boddy's DIN has an exciting new release!!
BLUETECH - LIQUID GEOMETRIES (cd)
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=70814

Evan Bartholomew has been performing electronic music for nearly 20
years as Bluetech, Evan Marc, Invisible Allies (with Kilowatts), and
is one of the founders of MicrodoseVR, with Android Jones and the
Vision Agency team. He is an internationally recognised touring music
producer with over 27 album/EP releases in the last 15+ years, and has
a seasoned portfolio of video game and film/tv scoring credits.
Bluetech is a master of analogue and modular sound synthesis and DSP
audio manipulation, and brings a passion for sound design and cutting
edge audio exploration into all the work he touches. His music
transcends the constructs normally associated with a calculated
“electronic artist,” pursuing music with meaning and purpose in
various styles like ambient and downtempo, future bass, and techno.

“Liquid Geometries” sees him exploring shifting, fractal landscapes of
melodic, sequenced lines using a huge range of analogue modular
synthesisers. With a distinct nod to the Berlin School masters of the
past he upgrades that musical heritage with nine shimmering
soundscapes utilising modern production techniques to create beautiful
tapestries of sound. These benefit from repeated, deep listening as
there are so many details and interlaced patterns that will reveal
themselves over time. Evan also invited DiN label boss Ian Boddy to
perform using his distinctive Ondes Martenot analogue synth keyboard
on the track “Tranquility Gate”. Evan has also got a track, “Magnetic
Lullaby”, on the DiN sub-label compilation Tone Science Module No.2
Elements and Particles (DiN:TS02).

Once again the distinctive DiN label is pushing the boundaries of it’s
established catalogue with a new addition to it’s roster of fine,
internationally acclaimed electronic artists.

Thanks for your time!
Ron Boots
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----------------------------NEW PRODUCTS
http://www.groove.nl/index3.html
These products are NEW in our catalog.
Bluetech - Liquid Geometries (cd)
Ron Boots - Once the Dust Settles (cd)
Erik Seifert & Josef Steinbüchel - Abandoned Places (cd)
Erik Seifert & Josef Steinbüchel - Reverse Engineering (cd)
Jean Michel Jarre - Equinoxe Infinity (digipak) (cd)
Jean Michel Jarre - Equinoxe Infinity (digipak) (lp)
Jean Michel Jarre - Equinoxe Infinity (digipak) (cd)
Jean Michel Jarre - Equinoxe Infinity (Limited Edition) (Boxset) (4-cd)
Keller & Schonwalder & Broekhuis - Live at B-Wave (cardboard sleeve) (cd)
Lensflare - Cronache della Galassia + Dawn of a New Era (cdr)
Maria Warner - Aion (cdr)
Ken Martin - Concept of Minimalism (cdr)
Phrozenlight - Stardust Dimensions (cdr)
Pollard, Daniel, Booth - Eight (digipak) (cd)
Robert Schroeder - Spaceland (cd)
Son of Ohm - Electronic Muse (cdr)
SpiralDreams - Lights of Nothing (cdr)
SpiralDreams - Lonely Angel Live (cdr)
Tomita - Dr. Coppelius (japan import, ltd. edition) (cd)

-------------------------------------New Groove Downloads !!
We have added all new releases to the download site.
So now all new releases are available as MP3 and FLAC with the original
art work. Some of the links are not yet fully active when you want to visit
the main page of the release but if you use the New Flac or New MP'3
they will also be visible to order!!
We hope to correct this soon so all will be visible.

Kerr, John - PRELUDE TO A REQUIEM gr-245
2018. Grand and compelling, this magnificent album by John Kerr.
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-245-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-245-mp3
Use New Flac or New MP'3 for order
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RHEA - Ron Boots - Galactic Underground gr-250
Cosmic Nights 2018
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-250-mp3?vmcchk=1
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-250-flac

Clent, James - WINDOWS IN THE SKY gr-253
2018. Melodic, powerful, Guitars,Synths in the vein of Morpheusz, FD
Project full of Emotion! James Clent debut is a smashing album!.
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-253-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-253-mp3

P'Faun - GOLDEN PEACOCK gr-254
2018. A fantastic record!!.
Release date: Oct 2018
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-254-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-254-mp3

Emmens, Gert - DARK SECRETS OF THE URBAN UNDERGROUND gr-255
2018. A bit darker with real drums and guitar. A different Gert.
Melancholic at times, slower, taking his time to mesmerize us! Pure brilliance!!.
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-255-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-255-mp3

Spyra - DUNST gr-256
2018. The follow up of Staub. A mesmerising release!!.
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-256-mp3
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-256-flac
New Flac or New MP'3 for order

Atilla, Can - BERLIN HIGH SCHOOL LEGACY gr-257
2018. Style: Tangerine Dream and Jarre, Fantastic Music!!.
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-257-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-257-mp3
New Flac or New MP'3 for order
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Stephan Whitlan & Ron Boots - SUBSTITUTES gr-258
2018. Special CD for E-Live 2018!!!
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-258-mp3
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-258-flac
New Flac or New MP'3 for order

FD.Project - Roots (cd)
Versatile, rhythmic, electronic A great new album.
https://shop.groove.nl/22029-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/22029-mp3

====== Dreamscape Radio =======
Dreamscape Radio show 471 is online.
With music from various Artists.
You can find Dreamscape here. http://www.dreamscaperadio.nl

------------------------------------DECREASED PRICES
These products are decreased in price.
Ashra - Ashra & Ashra vol.2 (digipak) (2-cd) $24.99 , £17.49 , €19.90
Ashra - Correlations in Concert (DVD) (digipak) (dvd) $24.99 , £17.49 , €19.90
Jean Michel Jarre - Oxygene 3 (cd) $13.75 , £9.75 , €10.90
Jean Michel Jarre - Geometry of love (ltd. edition, digipak) (cd)
$14.99 , £10.49 , €11.90
Jean Michel Jarre - Metamorphoses (cd) $14.99 , £10.49 , €11.90
Jean Michel Jarre - Oxygene 7-13 (cd) $14.99 , £10.49 , €11.90
Bernd Kistenmacher - Utopia (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90

======= Reviews ======
56249 Tronestam, Johan - Planet X The 2018 Version

Composed in the wake of The Island, “Planet X” gets a new sound skin
that satisfies a little more the musical vision of Johan Tronestam in
2018 than in 2010. And we can easily understand this need for
remastering and the feelings of the Swedish synthesist because the
sound fauna of this album, as much at the level of its evolutionary
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rhythms than its ambiances, is nourished of a diversity which is
clearly heard in the different passages of this album proposed in
downloadable format and in 24 Bits remaster. As the title suggests it,
the listener is immersed in a cosmic universe with a series of titles
focused on the concept of communication with aliens. At this level,
the game of synths is quite in the tone with tasty extraterrestrial
intonations while the ambio-cosmic decor is firmly established by good
effects whose research is undeniable. In summary! A very good album of
intelligent cosmic rock with subtly evolving rhythms which are not al
i ke from one title to another but are nevertheless from the same genes.
Lively and melodious, "Contact" starts “Planet X” in mode dance. The
rhythm is sharp and jerky with a series of spasmodic sequences which
flow in a hatched cadence. The ambiospheric elements consist of
stroboscopic filaments slightly harmonious and fascinating electronic
trumpets which sound very Jean-Michel Jarre. "Evidence of life beyond
Earth" follows with an ambio-cosmic introduction where a synth sings
an ectoplasmic alien chant. The rhythm structure emerges after 60
seconds. A space-rock rhythm which is soft, but dangerously catchy and
reminiscent of Batman's music, with a bass line which digs oval shapes
zigzagging under the bites of sober electronic percussions. The synth
always throws these extra-terrestrial songs in another cosmic setting
very close to the influences of Jarre again. Between rock and dance
music, "How to Answer" offers an approach which is difficult to pin
down, both for its rhythm a nd its strange vocal melody, as well as
its ambience elements. It's a good track which rolls in a rather
melodious setting and a good bass line whose flow rides on a good mesh
between percussion and sequences. "Response" follows with a very
beautiful lunar ballad as moving as cinematographic. A very beautiful
title! More in mode Cosmic Blues, "Reflections" follows with a hyper
slow rhythm where are succeed harmonious synth solos. "The Star
Arpeggiator" takes back the road of electronic rhythms with fire
arpeggios flying in orchestral position, a bit like Tomita in
Snowflakes are Dancing. The rhythm is more rock on the other hand.
Knotted spasms of sequencer and vivid percussion, it hits our eardrums
with beautiful synth pads which turn into good solos, always very
melodious, and sound effects still in mode cosmos is strange.
"They have been Here Earlier" is another good cosmic rock with a
fascinating panting rhythm and synth pads in the colors of Twilight
Zone. The color of the rhythmic arpeggios is of glass whereas the
songs of the synths remain foggy, always close to extraterrestrial
incantations. "Closer to Knowledge" offers an evolving structure. The
rhythm is disjointed with percussions, which do secondary tam-tams,
and sequences forged in an organic language. Synth layers blow a warm
mist wind, as well as cosmic jets which constitute the essence of the
ambio-cosmic elements of “Planet X”. Electric arpeggios are added and
tinkle from everywhere while the language stammers on a rhythm which
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goes for good soft and lively cosmic rock around the 3 minutes. Here
as elsewhere, Johan Tronestam waters good solos always very
harmonious. "The Linguistic Gap" is the first of the 3 bonus tracks in
this new version of “Planet X”. It's an ambient title carved around
lush synth layers and effects knotted in a cinematic intensity vision.
"Beyond our Intellect" is a nice piece of music. A kind of cosmic
ballad with a slow pulsating rhythm and some nice melodies from b oth
the synth and a harmonic approach finely strobe. The conclusion of
this album comes with its title song still composed in the late 2000's
which is a solid cosmic rock as melodious as very catchy. The
influences of Jarre dominate this superb structure and end another
solid album from an artist who remains at the top of his art.

Sylvain Lupari (July 12th, 2018)

---------------------------------------------------------------------Additions and changes from October 21 2018 till November 4 2018

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Bartholomew. Evan - LIQUID GEOMETRIES (cd) 70814
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=70814

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Boots, Ron - ONCE THE DUST SETTLES (cd) gr-259
Music from the live concert at Brussels 19-5-2018 at the Cosmic Nights..
Release date: 10th Nov 2018
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-259

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Erik Seifert & Josef Steinbüchel - ABANDONED PLACES (cd) 53359
2018. Superb release!.
$ 18.25 / UKP 12.75 / EURO 14.50
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=53359
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*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Erik Seifert & Josef Steinbüchel - REVERSE ENGINEERING (cd) 49246
2018. Superb release!.
$ 18.25 / UKP 12.75 / EURO 14.50
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=49246

*(back) in stock *
FD.Project - ROOTS (cd) 22029
2018. Versatile, rhythmic, electronic A great new album.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=22029

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Jarre, Jean Michel - EQUINOXE INFINITY (cd) 20413
2018. Same Music with different cover!!.
Release date: Nov 16 2018
$ 22.49 / UKP 15.75 / EURO 17.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=20413

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Jarre, Jean Michel - EQUINOXE INFINITY (lp) 36249
Release date: Nov 16 2018
$ 31.25 / UKP 21.99 / EURO 24.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=36249

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Jarre, Jean Michel - EQUINOXE INFINITY (cd) 67799
Release date: Nov 16 2018
$ 22.49 / UKP 15.75 / EURO 17.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=67799

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Jarre, Jean Michel - EQUINOXE INFINITY (LIMITED EDITION) (BOXSET) (4-cd) 29410
2018. FAN EDITION / VINYL SIZE BOX SET INCL. 2CD+2CASSETTE.
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Release date: Nov 16 2018
$ 123 / UKP 86.75 / EURO 99
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=29410

*(back) in stock *
Jarre, Jean Michel - GEOMETRY OF LOVE (cd) 27084
2018. Lounge-like music.
$ 14.99 / UKP 10.49 / EURO 11.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=27084

*(back) in stock *
Jarre, Jean Michel - PLANET JARRE (2CD - DELUXE EDITION DIGIPACK) (2-cd) 37303
2018. Deluxe CD feat. all 41 Track on 2 CD in a 6-page digipack
including a 24 page full color booklet..
$ 24.49 / UKP 17.25 / EURO 19.50
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=37303

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Keller & Schonwalder & Broekhuis - LIVE AT B-WAVE (cd) 49629
2018. Brand new stuff from this amazing Trio. The live recording of
their B-Wave recording in 2017..
$ 12.75 / UKP 8.75 / EURO 10
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=49629

*new in stock *
Kubusschnitt - ENTROPY`S EVOLUTION (cd) 17702
2010. Same style, new combinations. With Gert Emmens.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=17702

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Lensflare - CRONACHE DELLA GALASSIA + DAWN OF A NEW ERA (cdr) 10413
2018. Tracks from 2007 releases now on one album..
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=10413
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*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Maria Warner - AION (cdr) 46601
2018. Back in time to the 70's Froese and TD Time.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=46601

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Martin, Ken - CONCEPT OF MINIMALISM (cdr) 19959
2018. Retro Berlin School in Schulze style like Irrlight and Cyborg.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=19959

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Phrozenlight - STARDUST DIMENSIONS (cdr) 60345
2018. Berlin School from the 70's with melodies.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=60345

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Pollard, Daniel, Booth - EIGHT (cd) 30366
2018. Retro sounds, sequences, mellotron choirs and effects with some
nice e-guitar.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=30366

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Schroeder, Robert - SPACELAND (cd) 30702
2018. Crossing the sounds and atmospheres of once with the current options.
$ 18.75 / UKP 12.99 / EURO 14.80
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=30702

*new in stock *
Schulze, Klaus - COCOONING (cd) 79428
2018. From the „Contemporary Works 2 (2002) Box..
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$ 22.49 / UKP 15.75 / EURO 17.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=79428

*(back) in stock *
Schulze, Klaus - TRANCE 4 MOTION (cd) 24808
2018. Trance 4 Motion is the seventh track on CD 10 of CONTEMPORARY WORKS I.
$ 22.49 / UKP 15.75 / EURO 17.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=24808

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Son of Ohm - ELECTRONIC MUSE (cdr) 25562
2018. Retro Berlin School in Schulze style.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=25562

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
SpiralDreams - LIGHTS OF NOTHING (cdr) 24462
2018. Berlin School Sequencer style.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=24462

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
SpiralDreams - LONELY ANGEL LIVE (cdr) 26249
2018. Berlin School Sequencer style.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=26249

*(back) in stock *
Synergy - RECONSTRUCTED ARTIFACTS (cd) 25854
2011. New music from the seventies and eighties.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=25854

*(back) in stock *
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Tangerine Dream - QUANTUM GATE / QUANTUM KEY (2-cd) 18109
2018. A special double CD edition of Tangerine Dreams celebrated 2017
album Quantum Gate which also includes the 34 minute Quantum Key EP.
$ 18.25 / UKP 12.75 / EURO 14.50
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=18109

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Tomita - DR. COPPELIUS (cd) 73323
2017. New Tomita Album Features Live Symphony Of Final Work, Dr.
Coppelius JAPAN IMPORT.
$ 41.25 / UKP 28.99 / EURO 32.95
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=73323

*(back) in stock *
Trostel, Rolf - DER PROPHET (cd) 36381
Re-Release of this classic album!.
$ 23.75 / UKP 16.75 / EURO 18.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=36381

*(back) in stock *
Vangelis - ANTARCTICA REMASTERED (cd) 82526
2017. Great atmosphere The remasterd version from the Delictus Box!.
$ 16.25 / UKP 11.49 / EURO 12.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=82526

*(back) in stock *
Vangelis - DIRECT -REMASTERED- (cd) 37390
2013. NEWLY REMASTERED (BY VANGELIS!) 1988 ALBUM.
$ 21.25 / UKP 14.99 / EURO 16.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=37390

*(back) in stock *
Vangelis - SPIRAL -REMASTERED- (cd) 22270
2013. NEWLY REMASTERED EDITION W/BONUS TRACK.
$ 19.99 / UKP 13.99 / EURO 15.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=22270
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---------------------------------------------------------------------====== Groove info =====
If you missed the last E-News issues they are ALL also on-line!!
http://www.grooveunlimited.nl/

===== Where to get Groove =====
As all know you can get all Groove titles on out website www.groove.nl
And for those who like to buy the music as a download we have of coarse the
following outlets:

Most Groove releases are also available as Downloads on the Groove
Download page.
Go to https://shop.groove.nl/ and shop around,
But there are also releases by many other artists among them John Kerr, Remy.

For those who are a costumer of CD Baby we have also a lot of titles there
for in their program and we try to keep up with the stock there..
And they are also available through I-Tunes and Amazon downloads!
These have been added this year.

Groove is now also on Bandcamp.
The last months we have added new titles and we are adding them daily
if the time allows!
https://grooveunlimited.bandcamp.com/
You can now order from bandcamp and I hope to add new titles fast!!

MY.GROOVE.NL
A free service for customers.
Log-in for your order history, shipping dates,
concert tickets and more. http://my.groove.nl
Two remarks:
1) The order history is updated AFTER we send you
an invoice. NOT after you placed an order.
2) The "FORGOT PASSWORD" option on the log-in
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page sends the passwor
d to the Email address of your invoice.
__,_._,___
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